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Abstract 

Wireless mesh networks consist of routers and clients connected to each other for data transmission. Routing protocols 
are significant in WMNs because they largely can affect the system performance. Load interference balance hybrid routing 
protocol (LIB-HRP) is one such routing protocol. A novel approach is proposed in this work to cope with limitations of 
previous approach (LIB-HRP). In proposed system, mesh network is divided into two sections that have two extra data 
collecting nodes i.e., DCN. These nodes are to be connected to any other node, however when there is no availability for further 
node for data transmission this one DCN will take the data from the transmitting node and send it directly to the router. In this 
process, along with load and interference, the distance from relative nodes, energy of nodes and delay in data transmission are 
also taken into account. Simulation of the proposed model is done in MATLAB software. The comparative analysis is also 
performed that demonstrate the superiority of the proposed work over the conventional ones in terms of different considered 
parameters. 
 
Keywords: Wireless mesh networks, Wireless communication, Hybrid routing protocol, DCN, etc. 
 
Introduction 

Wireless mesh networks (WMNs) are considered as the new and attractive way of communication due to their quick 
implementation and low-cost features [1]. WMNs are applicable in various fields such as wireless broadband internet service, 
smart transportation system, temporary networks installed in convention centers and disaster recovery [2]. The architecture of 
WMNs consists of routers and radio nodes which are not connected physically to any port. Nodes which are present in between 
the sender and the receiver, work as forwarding nodes which operate together in decision making to predict the route, depending 
on the topology and data forwarding [3].  Wireless mesh networks are stable as compare to the previously proposed network 
topologies [4]. The smooth and effective functioning of wireless mesh networks (WMNs) widely relies on the installation of 
mesh routers at desired places in order to get the stable network connectivity and area coverage [5]. 

 
Architecture of wireless mesh networks (WMNs) 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

  

Fig 1. Shows the architecture of wireless mesh networks (WMNs) 

Figure 1, represents the architecture of the wireless mesh networks (WMNs), which consists of mesh clients, mesh 
routers and a gateway. The wireless mesh networks (WMNs) can be broadly classified into three types as shown in Figure 2 and 
are explained below: 
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Fig 2: Types of wireless mesh networks (WMNs) 

 Infrastructure mesh network: in this network architecture, a wireless infrastructure is provided by the mesh routers [6]. 
 Client mesh networks:  in this type of network architecture, only mobile mesh clients are involved without any dedicated 

network infrastructure.  The main functions that the mesh clients need to perform are routing, packet forwarding and providing 
same network essentials as conventional ad-hoc networks [7]. 

 Hybrid mesh networks: hybrid mesh networks are considered as the most general network of wireless mesh networks 
(WMNs) as this type of the network is a combination of the infrastructure and client mesh networks [8]. 
 

 Wireless mesh networks mainly operate on packet switching network and a static wireless system. There are two main 
protocols which are used by wireless mesh networks, one is called as topology-based routing protocol and the second is called as 
position based protocols [9]. In topology-based protocol, topological data is used to find a route between hubs. It is further divided 
into two types, one is Proactive protocol, which uses the regular routing updates to find way between various nodes. Other is the 
reactive protocol, this protocol is also known as the on-demand protocol as it finds the path whenever its required [10].  
 
 In position-based protocol, geographical data is utilized to find the paths between different nodes [11]. Due to the stable and 
rapid wireless connectivity, wireless mesh networks (WMNs) are used in various places like clinics, hotels, airports and many other 
places where large group of people usually assemble [12]. However, the available routing protocols do not provide alternative ways 
when there is a broken link or failed node that needs to be rerouted. As the data to be sent over the network flows through the client 
nodes and gateways, there will be huge congestion at gateways in wireless mesh networks (WMNs) [13]. Thus, best paths for different 
network classes to internet should be selected in mesh cloud in order to maintain the Quality of service (QoS) of WMNs. In addition to 
this, managing and configuring the WMNs systems is difficult as there are changes in link quality of radio channels caused by the 
change in mobility and topology. Furthermore, managing and upgrading routers is an error prone task as each node must be configured 
manually and individually [14]. 
 
Related Work 
 Significant studies have been proposed, and this section presents the works done in this field. Yuan C. and Xiao-Jun Z. [15] 
presented an efficient LIB-HRP load hybrid routing protocol as per the aggregated and heavyweight load and interference should 
reduce the performance to balance load and interference. Due to the heavy load state at the interfering node could bring an interference 
of longer duration. Similarly, like a mesh client that had restricted energy, it was taken into the account in the proposed technique. 
Results of the simulation described that load hybrid routing protocol could be attained much better performance in the state of network 
throughput, average packet loss ratio, consumption of the energy, and delay.  Y. Chai and X. Zeng [16] proposed a load and energy-
aware hybrid routing protocol (LE-HRP). In LE-HRP, client-oriented and gateway-traffic were taken respectively. In the procedure of 
calculating delay, both logical and interferences were taken.  Additionally, for client-oriented traffic, as the energy of mesh clients is 
limited, moreover reducing the delay, the energy efficiency was also enhanced in the meantime. A mesh client with low energy could 
still be used if it should assist the network in decreasing the delay significantly and sufficiently. Otherwise, a mesh client with more 
residual energy will be chosen. The simulation output by NS3 displayed that LE- HRP achieves better network performance. N. M. 
Abdul, et al. [17] presented a routing protocol which was known as Load Distributed Mesh Routing (LDMR) that was designed 
especially for the WMN with standard IEEE 802.11. The behaviour of the network of Load Distributed Mesh Routing was 
distinguishing with the present routing protocols, which were HWMP (Hybrid Wireless Mesh Protocol) and the Ad Hoc on demand 
Distance Vector (AODV). The output of the simulation displayed that the output of LDMR was enhanced when linked with the 
AODV as well as the HWMP in maximum of the simulated situations. U. Ullah, et al. [18] had proposed the latest routing metric for 
WMN which considers both the intra and inter-channel interference and was adaptive to modifying the location of the network. The 
designed metric was distinguishing with the state of the art and displayed enhancement of up to 20% as well as the latency discount of 
25 percent.  M. Backhaus, et al. [19] proposed a mechanism of routing that constructs and maintains main and backup paths through 
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broadcast reduction, adaptive probing, and efficient forwarding. Backup routes were established proactively, which limits the volume 
of broadcast necessary in case of an outage. The simulation output displayed that a global link state can be established from scratch in 
less than 15s for topologies up to 100 nodes, allowing path formation without any additional broadcasting. Even in the case of local 
knowledge, path creation succeeds in less than 0.25s. D. Bansal, et al. [20] proposed a safe HWMP routing protocol for Wireless 
Mesh Protocol. The designed protocol applied in cryptographic extensions to give accuracy and integrity of HWMP routing messages 
as well as safe from the unapproved manipulation of mutable fields in the routing data elements. The author had shown that the 
planned protocol successfully spoils all the recognized attacks. 
 
Proposed Work 
 Therefore, a novel approach has been proposed in this work which aims to develop a better routing scheme for enhancement 
in wireless mesh network.  In this proposed methodology client section will be divided in two sub sections those will have 2 extra 
nodes those will be named as DCN that is data collection nodes. These nodes will not be connected to any node in the network 
directly. Now question arise what will be effect of these nodes and when they will work. As the problem mentioned in the previous 
section that there can a condition that once a node is selected, next connected node in network to transfer data to the router might be 
there will be no availability of node less than defined load or interference, in that case these DCN will collect data from transmitter 
node and by pass the multihopping in client section and directly transfer to the router module. These DCN nodes can communicate to 
each other but will only transfer data to router. 
 
Working of the network 
 Hybrid wireless mesh network (WMN) comprised of mobile mesh clients and static mesh routers. The mesh routers are 
WMN infrastructure and mesh clients are WMN clients. Mesh routers have several interfaces, and orthogonal wireless channels can 
connect the interfaces of each mesh router. Mesh clients only have one interface and this interface must be connected to an interface 
used by mesh routers, which can ensure smooth communication among mesh routers and mesh clients. A successful routing protocol 
can find routes from sources to destinations that have good efficiency. A good routing protocol will significantly improve the overall 
efficiency of the network 
 
 In the routing, the clustering is performed in which the whole network is divided into small clusters which consist of 
various small nodes in it. And in cluster, the CH (cluster head) has to be selected that is then responsible for performing 
communication with other clusters. In the proposed work, the client section is further divided into two nodes i.e., data collection nodes 
(DCN). These data collection nodes are selected on the basis of CH location and connection time. The DCN functions as data 
collection node; however, it does not perform sensing. However, it does not belong to any of the cluster.  
 
 All of the data from the cluster head are collected by all the DCN and then aggregated with the respective cluster head to 
the next DCN. The DCN algorithm for selecting a DCN for a separate tree structure is executed by sink. 
 
 DCN gathers and moves data from the cluster heads to the sink or BS. Due to the long-distance node to data transmission, 
the option of DCN with a better link time and a wider range of communication decreases energy consumption. The selected DCN 
retains communication with the head of the clusters for a longer period of time while the sensors are mobile and no adjustment to the 
structure of the tree is required. DCN is also re-selected every time the new cluster heads are chosen to keep the life of the entire 
network in harmony. New DCN selection is also done by sink, based on the existing cluster head mobility. 
 
 Firstly, the threshold of every node in network is to be calculated and the nodes having lowest threshold will be then 
selected as DCN. This node must not be allocated as CH previously.  
 

CH
    

⎯⎯⎯⎯⎯⎯ DCN               (1) 
In such a way that, 

DCN = MIN(Th , Th , … , Th ) 
 

DCN ! = CH                 (2) 
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Table 1: Simulation parameters of proposed work 
Simulation Parameters Values 

Network dimension 100*200 
Area of router section 100*100 

Area of client section 100*100 
Traffic Type UDP 
Size of packet 1024 bytes 
Number of mesh routers 25 
Number of mesh clients 50 
Number of radio interfaces in each router 3 
Number of radio interfaces in each client 1 

Antenna Omni directional 
 
 Along with this load and interference are not only factors those effect the performance as in proposed model the work also 
focusses on reducing delay and energy consumption to achieve this a new factor that is very effective in any communication model 
that is distance will be consider along with load and interference.  
 
o Energy Consumption: The energy is the major source of the nodes in the wireless sensor network for survival. Basically, each 

node utilized certain energy to transmit the data from source to destination node. The energy consumption of the nodes should be 
low so that the network can survive for long and hence more data can be transmitted. The energy dissipated by the nodes in the 
network can be calculated as: 

 
E = P ∙ t     (3) 
 
E = E = V ∙ I ∙ t     (4) 
 
Where V  is the power supply voltage, I  represents the current for transmission and t  is the time taken in the transmission of the 
data? 
o Distance between nodes: It is very significant factor as it will determine the quality of the system. The energy also depends on 

the distance factor in such a way that with the increase in distance between nodes, the nodes require to travel more to reach 
destination node and thus it consumes more amount of energy. 

o Delay: Delay is a significant parameter which requires attention. It is the time cost by sending a packet from the source to 
destination. Larger the delay, more it degrades the system performance. Thus, the delay in the network should be least in order to 
attain an efficient, flawless and on-time communication in the network. 
 

Results and Discussion 
 As defined in the proposed work section of above chapter, the new approach is proposed in this work in which the sub-
division of client section is done into two DCN nodes and also some other factors are taken into consideration such as energy of 
nodes, distance among nodes and delay along with load and interference that affects the performance of the system. Now, the 
simulation is performed in the MATLAB environment to analyze the performance efficiency of the proposed work. The different 
parameters are taken into account i.e., average energy consumption, average packet loss, average delay and average network 
throughput, in order to analyze the performance of proposed system.  
 
 Average packet loss ratio: It is defined as the ratio of number of lost packets to the total transmitted packets.  
 Average delay: It is defined as the time cost by sending a packet from the source to destination. 
 Average network throughput: It is the amount of bits which can be received successfully per second.  
 Average energy consumption of mesh clients: It is defined as the energy of mesh clients which is consumed by transmitting 

every packet. 
 

The obtained results of the proposed work are represented and discussed in this chapter as below: 
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 The network structure of the proposed work is represented in figure 3, in which the whole network is divided into two 
sections i.e., router section and client section. In this, the Client is the set of mesh clients on the path, and Router is the set of mesh 
routers on the path. In the proposed work, the client section of the network is sub divided further into 2 nodes named as DCN (data 
collection nodes). The DCN collects the data from transmitter node and by pass the multi-hoping in client section and directly transfer 
to the router module. The routers are selected to make the chosen routes more energy efficient and stable. 
 

 
Fig 3: Network structure of proposed work 

 
 The mesh nodes and areas having less distance between nodes, less delay, high energy and less load and interference is 
then finally used to transmit packets. In this way, the congestion in the network can be reduced and system becomes more efficient. 
the comparative analysis is performed between proposed approach and convetional approaches i.e. HMesh and LIB-HRP , in terms of 
considered paremeters i.e. average energy consumption, average packet loss, average delay and average network throughput, and the 
obtained results are represented below:  

 
Fig 4: Comparative analysis in terms of average packet loss rate 

 
 The performance of the proposed approach is compared with conventional approaches i.e., HMesh and LIB-HRP in terms of 
average packet loss rate, and this comparison analysis is illustrated is graph of figure 4. The obtained graph delineates that the average 
packet loss value of the conventional HMesh approach is highest which ranges approximately between 50% and 75% for different 
number of transmitted packets, followed by LIB-HRP approach whose values ranges approximately between 30% and 60%, and the 
proposed approach has the lowest rate of packet loss which varies approximately between 20% and 40% only. Thus, these results 
depicts that the proposed approach is the most efficient technique in contrast to the previous techniques as it has lowest value of 
packet loss.  
 

The proposed approach and the conventional approaches are also compared with respect to another parameter i.e., average 
energy consumption, the results of which are delineated graphically in figure 5. The examination of the obtained graph reveals that 
among the three approaches i.e., proposed, HMesh and LIB-HRP, HMesh is the most inefficient technique as it has highest value of 
energy consumption that lies approximately between 1.4 J/p and 2 J/p for different number of transmitted packets. 
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Fig 5: Comparative analysis in terms of average energy consumption 

 
 However, as compared to HMesh, LIB-HRP is quite efficient as its energy consumption value lies approximately between 
1J/p and 1.6 J/p which is lower than HMesh; and as compared to both these techniques, proposed approach is the most efficient one as 
its energy consumption values lies approximately between 0.6J/p and 1J/p which is lowest than both the conventional approaches. 
 

 
Fig 6: Comparative analysis in terms of average delay 

 
 The graph represented in figure 6 exemplifies the results of comparative analysis performed between proposed and 
conventional approaches in terms of average delay. As graph represents, the conventional HMesh technique has a highest value of 
delay ranging approximately between 400 ms/p and 2400 ms/p for different number of transmitted packets, and the large delay 
signifies inefficient performance of the system.  Followed by HMesh, conventional LIB-HRP has quite low value of delay that varies 
approximately between 100 ms/p and 900 ms/p. Now, followed by both these conventional approaches, proposed approach has the 
lowest delay value ranging approximately between 0 ms/p and 300 ms/p. Thus, the lowest value of delay implies that the proposed 
approach is most efficient technique in terms of average delay.   
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Fig 7: Comparative analysis in terms of average network throughput 

 
 As shown in graph of figure 7, the comparative analysis between proposed approach and conventional approaches i.e., 
HMesh and LIB-HRP, is also performed with respect to average network throughput. The obtained graph clearly represents that 
conventional HMesh has the lowest value of network throughput for all different number of transmitted packets, followed by LIB-
HRP approach. And the proposed approach has the highest value of network throughput for all different number of transmitted 
packets. Thus, the high network throughput helps to enhance the performance of the system.   
 

Therefore, all the obtained results represented in this chapter demonstrate that proposed approach is the most efficient 
technique than the conventional approaches in terms of all the considered parameters. 
 
Conclusion 

In the upcoming generation of networks, WMNs perform a significant role. However, there are various aspects such as 
congestion, data loss etc. that degrade the performance of the system. Thus, to deal with such issues, designing of efficient routing is 
most significant aspect that enhances the performance of whole network. In the previous works, various routing approaches have been 
presented; however, they lack in various aspects. Thus, to overcome all previous issues and to make the system more efficient, a novel 
approach is proposed in this work. In the proposed approach, the client section of the network is sub divided into two extra nodes 
named as DCN that helps to reduce the congestion in network and makes system efficient. Also, in the proposed work, some other 
factors are also taken into consideration such as energy of nodes, distance among nodes and delay along with load and interference, as 
these factors also have an impact on the system performance. In order to demonstrate the efficiency of the proposed work, the 
simulation is carried out in the MATLAB environment for which different simulation parameters are taken into account. The 
performance evaluation of the proposed work is performed in terms of various factors such as average energy consumption, average 
packet loss, average delay and average network throughput. In addition, the comparative analysis is performed between proposed 
approach and conventional approaches i.e., HMesh and LIB-HRP. The results obtained from the simulation demonstrated that the 
proposed approach is more efficient than conventional approaches in terms of all the considered parameters as it has low average 
energy consumption, average packet loss and average delay, and high average network throughput. Therefore, this implies that 
proposed approach helps to achieve an efficient WMN. 
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